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CASTE EXPLODES IN
MODI’S HINDUTVA LAB
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THE PATEL REBELLION COULD UNDO THE GUJARAT STRONGMAN

T

SHOMA CHAUDHURY

SILENCE LIES

O

N AUGUST 3, a group of eminent citizens called a
press conference in Delhi. They had an explosive
story to share. A story that impacted thousands.
A story that raised questions about judicial accountability
few ever dare to raise. A story that seemed to nail those at
the apex of power. The media — mandated purveyors of
national interest — should have been competing to break
the story to the nation. But though the entire media attended the conference, almost no one carried the story.
The story’s cast could have something to do with this. It
involves Amar Singh and Mulayam Singh. But at its heart
sits the former Chief Justice of India, YK Sabharwal — a
man who will be most remembered by Delhi as the force
behind the gigantic sealing drive last year that shut down
thousands of commercial outlets in the city. As lakhs of
people lost their livelihood and had to relocate, his zeal
raised a storm of murmurs
The story of
even then. Was there an
undeclared
motivation?
the former
Were the new mega malls
judge raises
pulling strings in their own
interest? The August 3 press
many issues.
conference answered a lot of
The first is the these questions. It estabthe growth of a close
media’s silence lished
and highly profitable partnership between the former
Chief Justice’s sons and powerful mall builders at exactly
the same time that the honourable judge was cracking his
whip across the city. It also documents untenable bank
loans and huge out-of-turn land allotments for his sons.
Obvious quid pro quos. But even if one were to set aside
the glaring signs of corruption, one would still be forced to
ask: is it in keeping with the principles of natural justice for
a Chief Justice to adjudicate on a case in which he has an
obvious personal interest?
The story of YK Sabharwal raises many disturbing issues. The first is the media’s silence. If stories of national
interest, raised by men of the calibre of former Law
Minister Shanti Bhushan cannot make its way past the
self-censoring sieve of the media, what hope does it leave
lesser men? The second is to do with judicial accountability itself. Sabharwal’s order dismantled thousands of lives.
Was he just in doing so? We must be allowed to pose such
questions. The judiciary has for too long protected itself
against scrutiny with the dreaded contempt of court law.
It is time it had the integrity to let this clause die.
That might just leave our democracy more robust.

held even during the rebellion of Shankarsinh
HE LABORATORY is no longer sanitised.
Vaghela and the bitter power struggle between
The experiment is showing signs of
Keshubhai Patel and Narendra Modi.
coming loose. The BJP’s rise to
In the last few years this coalition has
power in Gujarat was preceded by
developed fissures. One reason is that
years of Congress rule. The Congress
sects themselves have been under presruled by creating an alliance of KHAM
sure. The Swaminarayan sect and the
(Kshatriya, Harijan, Adivasi and
TRIDIP SUHRUD
Swadhyay Parivar are cases in point.
Muslim), which challenged the dominance of the patidar community in the economic and The rivalry between various constituents of the
political realms. The patidars also comprised the in- Swaminarayan sect have led to murder charges
fluential Gujarati diaspora. The BJP attempted to against the sadhus, the unseating of an acharya of a
break this alliance. It had two options. One, to create major seat and mob violence between sadhus of two
a rival caste alliance that could match the numerical competing Swaminarayan sects. Similarly, the oncestrength of KHAM or two, to provide a new principle reformist Swadhyay Parivar has not been able to contain the succession row after the death of its founder
of coherence that subsumed caste.
The BJP under Makrand Desai, Shankersinh in 2003. The battle for the control of the Parivar reVaghela and Keshubhai Patel created an alliance of sulted in assaults and even a murder in 2006.
sects. For most Gujaratis, to be religious is to be a fol- Concerned with consolidating their assets, the sects
lower of a sect or even two. Sect provides an identity have ceased to be innovative, both morally and in
that goes beyond caste and in some cases beyond terms of the sociability of their congregations. They
even religion. Membership of a sect is often a path to are competing not with each other but with the mulupward mobility. Upward mobility for most lower tiplexes and shopping malls that dot Gujarat. The diand middle castes has been historically mediated aspora also seems unclear about the roles it aspires to.
The BJP, in turn, has also been
through sects. Sect also provides a model of overlapping
reluctant to share power with
networks that are anchored in
the sects. There is an erosion of
belief. Sects become conduits
confidence and ties between the
for flows of information, politivarious components of the
cal power, commercial alliances
Sangh Parivar. This weakening
and social values. They are also
of ties has directly affected the
a visible and viable mode of
ability of the ruling party to
philanthropy. Further, their
leverage the sects. The party has
open-ended nature allows for
also failed to recognise that the
multiple membership.
most important way of belongThe success of BJP’s Hindutva
ing to a sect today is not through
participation in a yatra but
in Gujarat depended upon its
through sermons on television
ability to create and manage a
or by doing yoga in front of the
coalition of sects. The BJP
camera. This inability of the BJP
recognised that many importo sustain the coalition of sects
tant sects in Gujarat were dominated by one caste. By creating a coalition among has once again made caste a salient category in the
the sects the BJP hoped to attain a coalition of castes party’s politics. The discontent against the Chief
in a way where caste did not appear as the dominant Minister has crystallised around caste lines; the Koli
principle of coherence. It could foreground an inclu- and the patidar castes have come out in open defiance
sive Hindu identity in a way the hierarchical and con- demanding greater share in the power structures of
flict ridden caste identity never could. It also gave the the party and the government. There is not even an
attempt to disguise the discontent in a moral lanBJP a network that was simultaneously local, regional
and global. The BJP rose to power in Gujarat by cre- guage. The demand is “power to the caste”. The BJP’s
ating such a coalition and it managed it with dexter- decision to suspend five MLAs, all belonging to the
ity and acumen for over a decade. This was not an Leuva Patel community, is an admission that the sect
easy task. The party had to preserve the balance of is no longer the principle of coherence and that the
power within the sects and recognise the salience of forthcoming elections will be fought on lines of caste
important sects and their leaders without diluting its and community and not of Hindutva.
own control over networks of power. This coalition
Suhrud is an Ahmedabad-based social scientist
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Holy Ghosts

W

talking about how lots
of people have absolute faith in
“holy” books. They really believe those books are God’s word and, further, that age adds to holiness. The older,
the holier. Someone said, isn’t it strange
that God never spoke except in the past and
has shut up for the last 1500 years or so.
Well, that’s God’s problem. A friend said we
should read “holy” books like any other,
enjoying what is enjoyable, questioning
what is stupid, rejecting the phony stuff and
using the useful. Don’t start with the preconception that they are “holy”.
But, a friend asked, what about our conditioning from childhood to revere the holy
book? Don’t we believe we need an interE WERE
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preter to tell us what they really mean? Yes.,
but Jesus was communicating to illiterate
villagers and fisher-folk steeped in Jewish
tradition. Mohammed’s task was more
daunting. He had to persuade an illiterate,
pagan populace already penetrated by at

Mahabharata were stories for the masses,
and considering how masterly their writers were, it is doubtful if they were aiming
to be promoted by interpreters. They were
all smart communicators, which is one of
the reasons why their material has lasted.

The Gita has stayed at the top as the best Indian book
to confuse issues, especially in a fight
least three religions — Christian, Jewish and
Zoroastrian — that only Allah mattered.
The author of the Gita was writing a text
which would answer a befuddled soldier
looking for spot-advice. To be credible, it
had to be downright precise, with no
scope for doubts. The Ramayana and

Precisely, a friend mused. They survived
because they had something special or even
divine. Not so simple, somebody said. They
lasted basically because they hit the right
stream of history at the right time. The
Christian New Testament was put together
at the command of emperor Constantine,

throwing out a host of other, perhaps truer,
gospels. More importantly, he made
Christianity the holy religion of the Holy
Roman Empire. Politics did the rest.
Mohammed had made his text holy during
his lifetime itself. Again, politics did the rest.
Gita remained eclipsed till Sankara added it
to his weaponry to fight Buddhism et al.
And it has stayed at the top as the best
Indian book to confuse issues, especially in
a fight. Gokhale, Gandhi and co. made the
British flinch by merely quoting from it.
Another friend said: And think of all the
Vyasas, Mohammeds and Christs, who
perhaps had better things to say but never
made it to the future. History seems to
operate as randomly as evolution.

